
Culture, Strategy & Risk

A drive to create sustainable value is common across all industries and sectors. It is the 
intersection point between strategic insight and foresight, risk apetite and tolerance. 

Our services are tailored to meet the specific needs of our clients and add value at every stage 
of the business life-cycle, and to every dynamic of business culture.  

Our extensive experience and leadership capability enables visionary strategic and collaborative 
thinking to be converted into deliverable plans with specific outcomes. We enjoy working across 
multiple sectors - private, public and not-for-profit. Our humanistic style optimizes program 
outcomes.  Our behaviours role-model effective leaderhip. 

We see the world through a risk lens. Our operational background enables us to take both a ‘big 
picture’ view and to focus in on specific detailed risks.  We enjoy collaborating with our clients 
to seek diverse opinions on risk management threats, control plans and opportunities. 

Talk to us about how our experience base can deliver real benefits to your organisation.   
 

We can assist you with:

• Strategic planning

• Risk management

• Plan implementation

• Leadership development

• Change management

• Commercial modelling

• Stakeholder engagement

• Compliance

• Governance

• Independent review

• Crisis management

Our client sectors include:

• Construction and demolition

• Power generation

• Mines and quarries

• Industrial processing

• Rail infrastructure and operations

• Consultancies

• Regulatory bodies

• Governments

• Utilities

• Not-for-profit



Our Culture, Strategy & Risk Team
Our team has decades of combined experience in developing, implementing, monitoring and 
continuously improving culture, strategy and risk management performance at all levels of 
the organisation - from the board room to the crib room. We have been leaders of major 
operational power station, mines and industrial facilities. We serve on a variety of not-for-profit 
and industry-member boards. We are grounded and passionate.

Brad Williams

Partner

With more than 20 years of experience 
in power generation, mining, utilities and 
heavy industry, Brad has proven experience 
as Project Director and as a senior 
health, safety, security, environment and 
community professional. His management 
style is underpinned by his philosophy 
of strong leadership and culture and its 
importance to organisational success.   

  0447 017 533

 brad.williams@eyreas.com.au

Ground Floor West 
190 Flinders St
Adelaide, South Australia, 5000
Australia
enquiries@eyreas.com.au
eyreas.com.au

Damien Rice

Partner

Damien is an experienced financial 
professional with a strong operational 
focus who enjoys working in demanding 
and complex environments. As a Certified 
Practicing Accountant, he utilises the 
skills of his team along with his strong 
academic and practical knowledge to 
deliver focused commercial outcomes.  

  0417 848 923

 damien.rice@eyreas.com.au

Peter Georgaris

Partner

With more than 30 years of experience 
as a senior manager in the energy and 
railway industry, Peter has extensive 
knowledge of strategic planning, 
operational management, stakeholder 
management and compliance. As the 
former CEO of Flinders Power, Peter 
understands the value of strong and 
genuine relationships.  

  0417 845 766

 peter.georgaris@eyreas.com.au


